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HIGH ATTENTION TO PACKAGING | LITTERING 2.0
Visible
Resource Scarce World
SA consumed 3.83 mil tonnes of
packaging in 2016 (58% recycled)
30-50 kg plastic per person p.a. in SA
Alexandria, Jhb
81% of litter occurred intentionally*
2020: humans could be generating 45%
more waste than in 1995**

KZN

Muizenburg, 160 bags/month
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MEDIA | PRESSURE

SHIFT:
Packaging = Bad to
Plastic = Bad
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MEGATRENDS

• Megatrends are macroeconomic forces that are shaping the world
• They are backed by verifiable data
• Likely to affect the future over the next 10-15 years

• Megatrends are big and include some of society’s biggest challenges –
and opportunities
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MEGATREND | #1 SUSTAINABILITY CHALLENGE:
CLIMATE CHANGE
Global
warming

Rise in Sea
Level

Drowning
Cities

Heat

Corn &
wheat yields

Species at risk of
extinction

Scenarios

Amsterdam

+ 2°C
“safe” limit

New York

3-4°C

Every
Europe
summer a
heatwave

- 20 %

Up to 30 %

Italy,
Spain
Greece
desserts

- 30-40 %

40 %

unknown

unknown

unknown

Tipping Point

Bangkok

5-6°C
Nightmare

Cape Town, Durban, Port Elizabeth, East London & Paarl are at risk of flooding by 2050
(C40 Cieties – Future We Don’t Want report)

SA signs Paris Agreement on Climate Change (2016)
SA released draft of Integrated Resource Plan (2018): Coal, Carbon Tax (June 2019)
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MEGATREND | URBANIZATION
Johannesburg and Tshwane to become one
“mega city” by 2030
Shanghai to become a giga city with 170
million inhabitants (3x population of SA)

China Micro apartments: 2.6m2

63% of SA already living in urban areas
Demand for living space will rise
More people in smaller households
Increase in demand for basic infrastructure requirements

Johannesburg Container apartments
JHB: >21m2
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MEGATREND | HIGH POPULATION COMMUTE

India
Beijing

Cape Town

Lagos
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MEGATREND | FOOD SECURITY

Dutch greenhouses 60km2

Rise of MegaFarms

Cricket Farm – alternative protein

AeroFarms – vertical farms
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MEGATREND | TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENTS
The use of 3-D printing, robotics, IoT and
drones are disruptive game-changers for
industrial packaging companies.

Everything Connected

How could these technologies affect
packaging industry in a circular economy
(produce, consume, recycle)?

Everything Recyclable, no sorting and
washing required

Everything on-demand
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WHAT OPTIONS HAVE YOU CONSIDERED TO REDUCE
YOUR PACKAGING FOOTPRINT?

Re-usable packaging

Recycle at home/work

 Knowledge/Ideas

Composting

Single-use plastic alternatives
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LINEAR TO CIRCULAR ECONOMY
Why Move to Circular?
 Only option for long term
sustainability
 Finite resources and finite
space reaching the critical
tipping point
 Financially it makes sense
(material saving, job
creation)
 CE will limit pollution and
subsequent environmental
effects
Refuse/Rethink/Redesign

Focus
Reduce and Reuse

Preparation for Reuse
Recycling/composting/Anaerobic Digestion
Material and Chemical Recovery
OLD Waste
Hierarchy
2008: Waste
Management

Residuals Management
Unacceptable

CIRCULAR
Waste Hierarchy
2019: Resource
Management
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WHAT IS THE RESPONSE?
PROPOSALS TURNING INTO LEGISLATION
EU Commission

Current:
EU 25mil ton plastic waste
< 30% recycled

Vote

Voting 560
in favour,
35 against

Approve rules on
SUP: Publication in the
Official Journal of
European Union. The
Directive will enter into
force 20 days after
publication

Next: Member States will
have 2 years to transpose
the legislation into their
national law

Press Release 21 May 2019
New EU rules:
 Ban of single-use products for which
alternatives exist on the market: cotton
bud sticks, cutlery, plates, straws, stirrers,
sticks for balloons, as well as cups, food
and beverage containers made of
expanded polystyrene and on all products
made of oxo-degradable plastic.
 Consumption reduction targets – of
food containers and beverage cups made
of plastic and specific marking and
labelling of certain products
 Obligations for producers –
producers to help cover cost of waste
management (EPR), applied to products
such as tobacco filters and fishing gear
 Collection targets – member states
obliged to collect 90% of single-use
plastic drinks bottles by 2029 and
introduction of design requirements to
connect caps to bottles. Target of 25%
rPET in bottles (2025) and 30% in all
plastic bottles from 2030.
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WHAT IS THE RESPONSE?
AMBITIOUS GOALS | RETAILERS AND BRAND OWNERS
Tesco
2025 Targets:
- Fully
recyclable/composta
ble packaging
- Use 100%
sustainable paper
and board
- Cut packaging
weight in half

MARS
2025 Targets:
- 100% recyclability
- Partner with others
to improve packaging
- Optimise packaging
in a way to reduce
carbon footprint
- Address
deforestation in pulp
and paper supply
chain

In January
2018, COCA
COLA
announced A
World Without
Waste
Initiative.
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WHAT IS THE RESPONSE?
GOALS | JOINING FORCES
Spar:
- Reduce single-use plastics
- Address the longer-term challenge
to collect and recycle all plastic
- Reduce the use of all plastics in
our operations and packaging

350+
signatories

Woolworths:
Launched Zero packaging waste to
landfill Vision

Unilever:
Halve the waste associated with the
disposal of our products by 2020
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SOUTH AFRICA
The Waste Act was promulgated in SA in 2008:
- Producer (includes all sectors of supply chain
including retailers and consumers) to take joint
responsibility to deal with the product and waste it
creates after its commercial life
- The Minister has the power to declare any waste
which may be problematic a priority waste
The following has been declared as priority waste
and to submit IndWMP (Sept 2018):
 Paper & Packaging Industry
 Electrical and Electronic Industry
 Lighting Industry

Paper & Packaging Producer
Responsibility Organisations
(PRO’s):
- The Glass Recycling Company
- METPAC-SA
- Paper Recycling Association of SA
- PETCO
- POLYCO
- Polystyrene Association of SA
- SA Vinyls Association

Industry Waste Management Plan
- How industry will deal with its EPR
- Decrease packaging in the environment
- Create employment and bring about
transformation amongst other aspects
 collection and ensure that there is more
uncontaminated recyclable material

Design for Recycling
Guidelines – Packaging SA

PRO Objectives:
- Identify opportunities
within waste streams
- Engage &
communicate with key
individuals within
Government about key
role that packaging
plays and to inform
about various initiatives
that are in place
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PLASTICS SA STATEMENT
PLASTIC POLLUTION THE REAL ENEMY – NOT PLASTIC BAGS
“ Moves by retailers and shopping malls to ban plastic shopping bags are simplistic, rash
responses to a complex problem.
Many of those fail to understand the impact that alternative materials have on the

environment. Most plastic products are life-enhancing, useful and – if disposed of correctly,
more environmentally friendly than their touted alternatives. And this is where the solution to
plastic pollution can be found: in the correct disposal and management of plastic waste.”

Plastic bag levy
has raised ~ R2
billion so far
that should
never have
been absorbed
into the black
hole of our
national fiscus
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FUNCTION OF PACKAGING IN THE FOOD SUPPLY CHAIN

Protect &
Preserve the content
Allow for transportation and storage
Handling of goods & provide convenience
Protect against contamination
Identify and provide medium for information/communicate
Display & promote sales
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CARBON FOOTPRINT ALLOCATION ACROSS THE
LIFECYCLE (CO2e)

Banana Caste Study | Life Cycle Assessment:

Farming
29%

Packaging
9%

Transportation
36%

DC / Retail
9%

Disposal
15%
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WELL-DESIGNED PACKAGING CAN BE PART OF THE
SOLUTION
Innventia AB model

Minimise environmental impact,
maximise product performance

Sustainable packaging design
principles applied:
-

Increased recycled content
Recyclability
Manufacturing for filling
Resource efficiency (energy, water
& waste at minimum footprint)
Packing efficiency
Pallet design
Storage and transportation
environments
Optimal distribution routes
Consumer information
Ease of handling & use
Product quality
End-of-life disposal and recovery
(recycling)

Optimum Packaging Design:
Packaging that protects the product through
its entire existence to prevent harm and is
designed to use just the right amount of
resources to minimize waste
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RECYCLABILITY
It is not only about the material. It is about:
-

Local collection facilities
Sorting infrastructure
Mechanical recycling technology availability
Design for recyclability

Design for recyclability:
Material Choice: PET bottle is recyclable, but tray, cup, clamshell are not

Trays – Great difficulties in identifying and separating the different
substrates, there is very little recycling of this form of post consumer
packaging in SA.
PVC Film – low gauge and lightweight material makes it almost
impossible to recover and recycle. Often, residual food content also
renders the product unrecyclable
Colour: Clear PET bottle widely recyclable vs brown – considered
contaminant
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DESIGN FOR RECYCLING
>80% of the environmental impact of a
product is determined at the design stage
General principles (Packaging SA):
-

-

Use of mono materials or mixed materials of the same
types is preferred from a recycler’s point of view
Barrier layers that cannot be mechanically separated,
consider the use of thin layers e.g. vapour deposition

-

For food contact applications additional specific
requirements of traceability, guarantee of qualified
processes for recyclates, use of only foodapproved additives/inks for recyclate to be
subsequently used in food applications

-

Product Residue: unnecessary food waste and
contaminant for recycler. Design for easy emptying
of packs
- Labels: Use of label/sleeve offers opportunity to
colour/decorate the surface whilst avoiding colour contamination
of the main material. Compatibility of the label with the package
from a recycling perspective is important per material stream
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RECYCLABILITY INFRASTRUCTURE
MPACT CLOSING THE LOOP
Liquid carton plant – R46 million
<20% of cartons are recycled, with this plant
it should rise to 30-40%.

Felixton mill upgrade – R765 million
100% recycled fibre fluting
Lightweight containerboard
Improved energy & operations efficiencies
Increased capacity by 60 000t to 215 000 tpa

rPET plant – R350 million
First in African continent to meet CocaCola’s full PET certification requirements
Reduce CO2e by 53 000t/y and divert 186
000m3 waste from landfills
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INSPIRATIONS | DESIGN
Paper-based skin packaging that both the skin film
and base film can easily be separated from the card
to boost recycling. By using this new skin system, up
to 75% less plastic is used compared to common
skin packaging.

Sealpac

Aptar Flip-Lid Beverage Closure

Environmentally-friendly
alternative to thermoformed
PS cups in food packaging
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INSPIRATIONS | REUSE
SPUD reusable
takeout
container
Zero Waste
Conference
Winner 2018

Want to BYO container?

Zero Waste Platform Loop Ditches Plastic for Reusable Containers
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INSPIRATIONS | CLOSING THE LOOP: MECHANICAL PLASTIC
RECYCLATES
Challenges of introducing recyclates:
- High quality recyclates often come with a
price compared to virgin
- Supply of consistent quality
- New technology
- Added processing costs
- Mechanical properties (performance)
- Odour trapping
- Stringent specification (colour, food safety)

Possibilities for mechanically recycled
plastics in food packaging
- Pre-consumer waste from production of
plastic food contact materials
- Use of recycled materials from processes
authorised by EFSA
- Use of recycled plastics behind a functional
barrier

2016: 100% PE
recyclates
2012

2019: 30% Sustane™
post consumer
recyclate (PCR)
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INSPIRATIONS | BUILD WITH TRASH

Turns 50kg of plastic bottles in
an hour into low-cost building
material using no water, only
solar power

Mobile off-grid Trashpresso Machine

Jeffrey’s Bay Plastic Road
MacRebur & Kouga Municipality

Non-recyclable plastic waste

EcoArena
and Ecoblock

Introduced in
Cape Town in
April
Sand-cement
mixture with
plastic particles
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SOLUTION TO POLLUTION
Strong Collaboration & meaningful partnerships: Everyone in the packaging
industry must face reality. This includes producers of packaging, brand owners,
retailers, shopping malls, government and consumers.
Design for recycling and circularity

Improved infrastructure for collection and recycling
Education: Correct disposal and management of waste is imperative for our future
environmental sustainability. Consumer awareness and clear labelling.

“ The world is
changed by your
example, not by
your opinion. ”
~ Paulo Coelho
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